
Social Justice Questionnaire  

 

1. Do you support the package of ten apprenticeship bills that would collectively create and              1

expand state apprenticeship programs into high growth industries, while making the           
programs more inclusive of women, people of color, and people with disabilities, as             
urged by the Institute report: Becoming the United States of Opportunity: the Economic             
Equity and Growth Case for Apprenticeships? 

Yes                                     .                                           No                                     . 

Explanation (if any):  

 

 

 

 

2. Would you support legislation to create a state matched savings account program to help              
lower-income residents save for goals such as buying a home, starting a small business,              
or sending their kids to college, as described in the Institute report: Reclaiming the              
American Dream: Expanding Financial Security and Reducing the Racial Wealth Gap           
Through Matched Savings Accounts? 

Yes                                     .                                           No                                     . 

Explanation (if any):  

 

 

 

 

3. Do you support A1987, which would end prison gerrymandering in New Jersey and             
require incarcerated individuals to be counted at their last known residential addresses for             
legislative redistricting purposes? 

Yes                                     .                                           No                                     . 

Explanation (if any):  

1 Assembly bill numbers:  A2049, A4602, A4603, A4604, A4654, A4655, A4656, A4657, A4667, and 
A4829.  
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4. Do you support A3456, which will restore the fundamental right to vote to more than               
94,000 citizens of New Jersey with criminal convictions, including those on parole, on             
probation, and currently incarcerated?  

Yes                                     .                                           No                                     . 

Explanation (if any):  

 

 

 

 

5. Census 2020 will determine how much money New Jersey will receive of the more than               
$700 billion of federal funding at issue. It will also determine how many seats we will                
have in the House of Representatives and how many electoral votes we have. Do you               
support A5056, which would appropriate $9 million – about $1 per person – to the New                
Jersey Complete Count Commission so that a full and accurate count can take place?  

Yes                                     .                                           No                                     . 

Explanation (if any):  

 

 

 

 

6. New Jersey spends approximately $60 million on youth incarceration and around $8.5            
million to fund effective community-based programs (e.g., prevention, intervention,         
diversion, incarceration alternatives), aimed to keep kids out of incarceration, through the            
state/community partnership program. With the announced closure of two of New           
Jersey’s youth prisons, New Jersey will save an estimated $20 million a year in closure               
cost savings. To ensure we are prioritizing keeping our kids in the community, not in               
incarceration, do you support the creation of a $100 million youth justice lockbox fund to               
finance effective community-based youth programs? 
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Yes                                     .                                           No                                     . 

Explanation (if any):  

 

 

 

 

7. Both New Jersey’s youth prisons and non-secure youth facilities are at less than half              
capacity at a time when the state spends almost $300,000 each year to incarcerate each               
child. To guarantee that we are not wasting taxpayer dollars on more largely empty              
facilities, do you support a moratorium on youth prison construction? 

Yes                                     .                                           No                                     . 

Explanation (if any):  
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